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Athena3A is one more new proposal of SCLAVOS to the world's Fabric Dyeing industry.
Unique features of Athena3A offer many advantages to the new high demand 
requirements of the industry.  

Aquachron 3GA Continuous Washing System controlled by special software

New generation of Aquachron system improves further the benefits of this revolutionary 
non-stop washing process. Special software sets full process of the system for each batch.
Benefit: Optimum wet fastness achieved in shorter time, less water and energy 
consumptions comparing with conventional drop-fill-stock tank technology.
Aquachron 3GA reduces drastically steam and chemicals consumption.

Double Rope Operation system

Athena3A is equipped with proper mechanism and software 
for running double rope in same chamber. 
Tangle free operation and unloading is fully assured. 
As a result, machine can be fully loaded with a very big 
variety of light weight fabrics.

SCLAVOS design low energy consumption pumps

Main pump is considered as “The Heart” of the Fabric Dyeing Machine. 
Athena3A is equipped with new series main pump, which has been designed 
and manufactured in house by SCLAVOS.
Main advantage of the new pump is high efficiency and lowest power consumption.

TKLR is a unique SCLAVOS system measuring the Liquor Ratio during dyeing process precisely.
Accurate measurement of Liquor Ratio via TKLR offers a strong tool for meeting modern high 
demands of shade matching and repeatability.

VL enables Athena3A to run batches from 100% loading down to 60% with same low 
Liquor Ratio. Result is repeatability, flexibility, accompanied by water and energy savings.

Operation by Automatic Adjustments

According to each batch data, machine sets all the 
operation adjustments automatically.
Thus, dyehouse supervisor is not involved to 
prepare any adjustments.
As a result machine always operates at optimum 
conditions, ensuring full batch to batch repeatability. 

Versions of 250 and 300 kg per chamber

Athena3A is being offered in two versions of 250 & 300 kg per chamber in 
order to create better scaling in batches preparation in production planning.
Thus the gaps between various machines’ capacities are minimized, 
increasing flexibility of planning. 
Double Rope Operation as well as Automatic adjustments, make both 
versions fully compatible in terms of repeatable results. 
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Machine SIZE
Fabric

Capacity 
(Kgs)

DIMENSIONS (mm)

A B C D E

Athena4 250H 250 3510 4270 830 3320 4300

Athena4 500H 500 4684 4290 830 3370 4350

Athena4 750H 750 5880 4660 850 3370 4350

Athena4 1000H 1000 7390 4730 850 3520 4500

Athena4 1250H 1250 8600 5200 930 3520 4500

Athena4 1500H 1500 9930 5520 930 3520 4500

Machine SIZE
Fabric

Capacity 
(Kgs)

DIMENSIONS (mm)

A B C D E

Athena4 300H/1 300 3760 4270 830 3320 4300

Athena4 600H/2 600 5184 4290 830 3370 4350

Athena4 900H/3 900 6770 4860 850 3370 4350

Athena4 1200H/4 1200 8530 4910 850 3520 4500

Athena4 1500H/5 1500 9930 5520 930 3520 4500

Athena4 1800H/6 1800 11390 5520 930 3520 4500
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*Above dimensions may slightly change according to final machine’s specifications.
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Athena4 is the acme of the highly successful and well-established series of Athena fabric 
dyeing machine concept.
Athena4 incorporates new systems for meeting strict requirements of modern fabrics 
quality as well as for reducing considerably water and energy consumptions.

 FBD is a new development of Sclavos which eliminates any 
interference on machine’s operation caused by supply’s 
fluctuations of factory’s utilities networks. 

 As a result, machine’s efficiency is considerably increased.

 DSF is a Sclavos patented fabric dyeing and 
transporting system, operating under very gentle 
conditions due to the unique action of two low 
pressure nozzles.

 DSF is accompanied by an Open Plaiting device, 
equipped with the liquor by pass system, ensuring 
ideal fabric’s storage for tangle free operation 
even of very light and delicate fabrics.

 Aquachron FLX is the new generation of Sclavos patented 
nonstop fabric’s washing system.

 Aquachron FLX performs a continuous washing process after 
pretreatment and after dyeing without interrupting the smooth 
and efficient removal of the unfixed dyestuff and contaminant 
chemicals as it happens in 
drain and fill process. 

 New Aquachron FLX offers 
a further reduction of water 
and energy consumptions 
by 15% in combination with 
a very gentle treatment of 
the fabric. 

• Double Soft Floating system with Open Plaiting device (DSF).

• Flow Balancing Device (FBD).

• Aquachron FLX, nonstop washing system.

Athena4

Main Features of  Athena4.

 Athena4 has the ability to run more than one fabric 
ropes in each chamber with tangle free operation due 
to its unique Open Plaiting system, fully controlled by 
automatic settings.

 As a result machine can be fully loaded with a very 
broad variety of light weight fabrics.
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• Multi Rope Operation System.

• Filterless Operation.

• Advanced Automation.

 Athena4 is equipped with a new 
generation controller, which 
controls advanced machine’s auto 
adjustment and automation systems.

 New controller could be incorporated 
in factory’s integrated logistics 
system, ensuring full operation 
under Industry 4.0 requirements. 

 Accurate figures of water, electric 
energy and steam consumptions 
are recorded. 

 DSF and Aquachron FLX gentle operation in combination with continuous washing process 
reduces lint generation inside the machine.

 During Aquachron FLX operation lint is being removed continuously without it being deposited 
on the fabric as it happens in drain and fill process.

 As a result, machine can operate without any filter element ensuring constant pump’s flow 
throughout the whole process.

 Moreover, saving of Liquor Ratio of 0.15 units is achieved.
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